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When one gets in touch with Russian politicians, researchers and journalists,
one is surprised at their confidence that Russia has contributed to and has
even had a crucial role to the historical success of Armenians in protecting
Karabakh. Armenian authors and all kinds of personalities have put this
confidence in them who have done a career and earned their and their
children's living through servility and favors to the Russians. Their names
and activities are well known. They will stay in the Armenian history as a
reflection of special mentality which is so widely spread in the Armenian
environment. They refer to themselves as writers, journalists, professors,
in brief the intelligentsia. They never miss a single chance to make money
on national disasters. The government, rich Armenians based in Russia
connived at them and backed them up. They certainly played their foul role
in influencing the NKR government and Stepanakert people who seems to have
forgotten about the crimes that Russia committed against the Armenians of
Nagorno-Karabakh and thereby betrayed the memory of thousands of their
close and unfamiliar compatriots killed or displaced from their homes. As
if there were not for the cruel and cynical punitive campaigns in 1991 and
1992, destruction of dozens of villages in Shahumyan, Kanlar, Hadrut and
Shushi, houses, historical monuments and memorials to the victims of World
War II, Safonov and Polyanichko. Karabakh has not recovered from these
crimes yet and will never get back the population and life it used to have.
Forgetting about such crimes does not pass just like that because such
activities of Armenian "patriots" enable the continuation of Russia's
crimes against the Armenian people. Faced with regular supply of Russian
arms to Azerbaijan, the NKR government did not dare express its attitude in
a silenced or private mode.
Perhaps it is worthwhile to announce who would be killed with those
weapons, how many men, women and kids could be killed. One can understand
Yerevan's position, and one does not need to be surprised at anything,
everything is clear and has been disclosed down to the limit. Meanwhile,
they will use these guns to kill the people of Karabakh. Someone paid
attention that it is already written in history textbooks or memoirs of
different scum of Karabakh. One well-known newspaper remembered about these
events and afterwards got Russia's assistance. Here is the "Armenian
morality". Now too many writers or speakers have earned their living on
money from Russia. They continue to instill in the young generation that
Karabakh survived and exists thanks to Russia, begging with an outstretched
hand. Armenia has an old tradition of patriotism on the church porch,
people just live their life and are convinced that politics is just living
their lives.
On the eve of 24 April 1915 hundreds of thousands of Armenians in Turkish
Armenia also just lived a life and eventually ended up in the ravines of
the Armenian highlands.
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